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QBISM is a movement. A new aluminium framed system.
QBISM is a philosophy. Elegant style with the highest quality.
QBISM thinks differently. The system doesn’t have to be square.
QBISM provides choice. Customise your working environment to your style.
QBISM is all about quality. The rest don’t even compare.

Everything about working

Everything about living

Everything about health

Everything about privacy

QB-SPACE. A single system with many outcomes.

Formed around a peerless, aluminium framework and surrounded by the highest quality and finish.
Curve it, shape it, make it private or collaborative.
Configure and reconfigure to suit any environment and to enhance any space, minimising your footprint at the same time.
It’s a winning solution, whichever way you look at it.

GLAZING. single, double, manifestations.
PANELS. mfc, glass, acrylic, laminate, fabric.
DOORS. sliding door, double door, pivot door.
ALUMINIUM FRAMEWORK. silver, black or white.
QB-OFFICE.

qb-office is a
modular room system that can
create high quality interiors
at a fraction of building costs.
Superior design has led to
a quality driven product that
leaves it’s competitors in the
shade. With the multitude of
options available become a
QBIST.

QB-MEET.

In
every
environment we need breakout
areas, qb-meet is the product
solution that caters for every
need. qb-meet lets you shape
and style any interior, flow
with the natural movement of
people with the unique shapes
available. If we can’t do it we
will design it.

PANEL UK: Highcliffe Industrial Estate, Bruntcliffe Lane, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS27 9LR
T: +44 (0) 113 387 0139

F: +44 (0) 113 387 0903

E: sales@qb-space.com

QB-ORBIT.

Everyone needs
privacy at some point. When
the world around us is chaotic
and we need to escape
to a private place for that
personal phone call or oneto-one meeting then qb-orbit
will mobilise and shape that
private space letting you talk
or present in perfect privacy.

